'Local Government Foreign Policy', 8 today's trend seems to go in the opposite direction, not only in The Netherlands, but around the world. 9 I build here on earlier work more in the nature of stock-taking and aimed at describing the new phenomenon of cities carving out a new position and role for themselves as independent IR/FP actors across the globe. 10 The current chapter seeks to explain the renaissance of the city's global actorhood from a social constructivist perspective. It argues that cities are constituted and are constituting themselves as actors of the global society. Specific focus is on the role of international norms and ideas in this constitutive process. Subsequently the question is addressed whether the rise of the global public city amounts to a transformation of the international society and the international system. Do we face 'a moment of foreign policy transformation'?, 11 the editors ask. I will argue we do indeed. The renaissance of the city as global actor attests to a more general shift from an international to a global society. Moreover, the (re-)production of the city as new foreign policy actor shows the persuasive power and constitutive role of international law today.
Structure
Section 2 discusses briefly the city as a global actor from an historical sociological perspective and goes on to consider three contemporary developments -globalisation, urbanisation, and decentralisation -that impact the position of the city within the international society today. Section 3 then focuses on how cities are (re)constituted as global actors by making use of the language, norms and practices of foreign policy and international law. In turn, as global actors, cities reconstitute the global society and its ideational, normative structure. This urban renaissance challenges traditional state-centrism of the International Relations and International Law theories describing today's world. Hence Section 4 proposes to further develop neo-medievalism to account for the constitutive role of international legal norms and ideas in the global society and concludes this chapter.
Terminology
For the purpose of this chapter, 'foreign policy' is defined by the editors as political practices that draw boundaries between the inside and the outside, the domestic and the foreign. 'Foreign relations policy' refers to political practices concerning transnational interaction between political communities beyond these boundaries. 'Foreign policy actorhood' is not by definition limited to states. This would amount to a-historical essentialism. Rather, foreign policy or international actorhood applies to political communities which interact as such; purposive actors which distinguish between the inside and outside and develop actions and relations beyond the inside with the outside of the global arena. 12 Here, rather than to use the editors' term 'international actor' I will use the term 'global actor'. Both notions refer to the context of transnational relations; yet, while the former clearly has a state-centric connotation, the latter ties in with the substantive critique of statecentrism. 13 To be sure, I do not mean to argue that in IR/IL the state should no longer be a (major) unit of analysis. Rather I would emphasise that the city is redrawing the boundaries of urban politics and urban policy-making to the extent that it rises as a so-called global actor. In both IR/IL, the boundary between the domestic and the foreign is traditionally drawn at the state level. The construct of sovereignty is used to shield the internal from the external, the national from the international legal order. This divide is, however, being reshaped. 14 Domestic actors -such as judges -use international law because of its persuasive or 'influential' authority even when they are not bound to do so, 15 therewith drawing new inside/outside boundaries. Here focus is on the city, traditionally a state agent located behind the shield of state sovereignty, yet today developing initiatives -such as the direct engagement with global norms and the independent development of foreign policy and transnational relations -, which redraw the inside/outside boundaries and create 12 Ibidem. 13 Eg DA Lake, The State and International Relations, in C Reus-Smit and D Snidal (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of International Relations (Oxford: OUP, 2008), 46-51; also infra note 17. 14 JE Nijman and PA Nollkaemper (Eds), New Perspectives on the Divide between National and International Law (Oxford: OUP, 2007) . 15 Ibid., chapter by M Moran, Shifting Boundaries: The Authority of International Law, 163-190. global reach. The changing position of cities contributes to a transformation of the inter-state system into what may be called a multi-level global government system. 16 It fits what Barnett and Sikkink call the shift 'from international relations to global society'. 17 'Global' actorhood and 'global' society are terms which allow us to express that the statist foreign policy system is contingent, change is possible, and that we indeed experience a transformative moment in IR/FP.
Renaissance of the city as global actor

An historical sociological outlook
A conventional state-centric outlook on international relations and international law blinds us to the important contemporary development of the rise of the city as a global actor. A historical perspective shows however that the international society has not been always statal, nor always anarchical.
The English School has disputed that 'international relations' by definition amount to relations among independent and territorially sovereign states. Martin Wight and later for example Adam Watson set the course to conceptualise international system differently. That is, to look historically and recognise that the modern international system of sovereign territorial states, the socalled "Westphalian" model, is not an historical given. Wight argued to leave the 'intellectual prejudice imposed by the sovereign state' behind. 18 Following this call, Watson indeed widens his frame of reference in The Evolution of International Society (1992). He includes suzerain and imperial systems (systems of more or less independent states) as possible ways to organise international society and therewith Watson includes cities as international actors -be it mostly as proto-statesinto his study. 19 When we look at the history of international society without the pre-set idea of the sovereign state as sole unit of analysis, a rich history of foreign relations between urban political communities within an empire context comes into sight. History invites us to adopt an approach that can account for international systems, such as the pre-Westphalian order, in which cities, empires, 19 The book starts eg with the Sumerian cities or 'city-temple states,' which refers to how their templenetworks served as 'an inter-city diplomatic service,' conducted their inter-city relations within a cosmic order in which kings mediated in water, land or trade disputes between cities. A Watson, The Evolution of International Society (1992), at 25. 20 Lake, supra note 13. overlapping governance, and engaged in co-operation and conflict within the same cultural matrix, with recognized rules, institutions, codes of conduct and values '. 21 Historical sociology helps us move beyond Realism and state-centrism more generally. 22 It offers the two disciplines, IR/IL, a reconception of the international and subsequently a reconfiguration of their dominant analytical outlook. 23 Historical sociological analysis of international society moreover shows that the mainstream -(neo-)realist, neoliberal, and neoliberal institutionalist -outlook on the international as static, fixed, absolute, eternal and autonomous, and naturally and inherently determined, is ahistorically biased. John Hobson has clustered these biases as two sets:
'chronofetishism' and 'tempocentrism'. 24 I will leave this discussion aside here and sum it up as: let us not reify and naturalise the interstate system of today and project it onto the past, nor for that matter onto the future. 25 Historical processes, in which power, identity, social practices, and norms play a role, have contributed to the constitution of today's international society and in turn today's processes contribute to the constitution of international society into the future. 26 Historical sociology offers a 'temporally relativist' or 'constitutive' reading of the history of international relations and helps 'to rethink theories and problematise the analysis of the present, and thereby to reconfigure the international relations research agenda.' 27 It supports the problematisation of the state as sole international actor and of sovereignty as fully determinate of 'spatial relations' between political units. 28 Historical sociology of international relations shows that actors and systems are not isomorphic or homologous throughout time, it shows that transformation is possible, that the domestic and the international are mutually constitutive, and that anarchy 'almost always exists in conjunction with various cross-cutting subsystem hierarchies' (think of the Holy Roman Empire system and the Italian cities system). 29 The following discussion of the late medieval Hanseatic cities and their global interaction supports this problematisation of mainstream a-historic state-centrism; 21 Watson, supra note 19, at 151. 22 Eg the discussion of Kenneth Waltz in JM. Hobson, What's at stake in 'bringing historical sociology back into international relations'? Transcending 'chronofetishism' and 'tempo centrism' in international relations, in S Hobden and JM Hobson (Eds), Historical Sociology of International Relations (CUP 2002), 3-41. 23 Ibid., for extensive literature references, at 3. 24 Ibid., at 3. 25 Ibid., at 9: 'If chronofetishism leads to a 'sealing off' of the present such that it appears as an autonomous, natural, spontaneous and immutable entity, tempocentrism extrapolates this 'chronofetishised' present backwards through time such that discontinuous ruptures and differences between historical epochs and states systems are smoothed over and consequently obscured.' See also, for definitions, at 12. 26 Ibid., at 7-8. 27 Ibid., at 5. 28 Ibid., at 17. 29 Ibid., at 18. and it shows that change at the systemic level is possible. 30 I do not mean to argue that the contemporary rise of the city as global actor is equivalent to the global actorhood of cities in Northern Europe during late Middle Ages -Early Modernity. 31 Our urban future will not resemble our urban past. For one, the 'normative environment' is very different. 32 Be that as it may, the constitutive relationship between city and global normative order of the Middle Ages -which consisted of ius gentium and ius commune -does have strong parallels with contemporary processes that constitute the city as a global actor.
A historical case of urban global actorhood
In 12-14 th century Northern Europe, important trade cities around the Baltic and North Sea formed Hanseatic league 33 through which they conducted global relations rather autonomously from the Holy Roman Emperor or the Electors or princes to which they were formally obliged within the feudal system. 34 The Hanseatic cities organised themselves in city leagues 'to coordinate military, economic, and diplomatic pressure' and therewith to protect their autonomy and self-government against the imperial nobles. 35 Building on private trade relations, urban public authorities established regional organisations to cooperate in trade (notably protect sea routes and market conditions), to assist each other (collectively) for example vis-à-vis an unjust feudal lord, and to act as one single political actor if necessary. Early on Lübeck had taken the lead and many Hanseatic cities included elements of Lübeck's law into their own local law. The central organ of the German Hanseatic League -the Hansetag -consisted of all member cities. Here, collective foreign policy was discussed and regulations, the so-called Hanse-rezesse, were developed. Decisions were made by majority vote. The adopted rules on trade and safe navigation routes then bound all member-cities; these rules influenced the development of the maritime law of nations. 36 The Hanseatic cities concluded treaties, developed consular relations with and special privileges in foreign trade centres, they operated collectively as one global political actor and if necessary waged war eg against the Baltic pirates or 30 Ibid., at 12. 31 Following sociologist Riccardo Petrella, Knox compares the urban nature of today's global economy with the Hanseatic League, when trade was 'organised and controlled by autonomous cities.' PL Knox, in P Taylor, at 6; Sassen refers to Max Weber's analysis of the economy of the medieval transnational Hanse city-league and points to the difference, ie today's global cities lack the self-sufficiency of the medieval cities, which traded surplus. Sassen, infra note 45, at 4. 32 Hobson, at 10-11. 33 From the Old High German Hansa, meaning group or cooperative society. 34 The so-called "free cities" of the Holy Roman Empire owed their allegiance only directly to the Emperor. 35 the Danish King with whom they than concluded a peace treaty (1370). 37 They developed foreign relations at a time in which the 'Westphalian state order' did not yet exist. In the late Middle Ages, 'there were autonomous communities capable of engaging in legal relations with one another,' and among these autonomous communities were cities. 38 The autonomy Hanseatic cities were able to claim vis-à-vis the increasingly loosely organised Holy Roman Empire was based on their economic power, their global (trade) relations, and their transnational urban organisation. These medieval cities had "transnational" or "global" actorhood while being embedded in hierarchical, imperial structures. The 'unlike' or 'functionally differentiated' political units of the late medieval "international" society were guided and constrained by a complex, moral and legal order, within which they exercised legitimate yet 'overlapping' government authority and sought autonomy from the imperial ruler. 39 It is generally agreed that these cities were independent subjects of what may be called a medieval law of nations. 40 At the fourteenth century transformative moment in global political life, at least three institutional forms of political and economic organisation existed and structured foreign relations: territorially sovereign states, city-leagues and city-states. 41 Hendrik Spruyt has explained that the sovereign territorial state triumphed as the constitutive unit of the international system because it
provided the best answer to the 'dramatic economic change' 42 : the shift from a local to an international economy. Long-distant 'translocal trade' developed and monetary exchange to facilitate this first phase of economic globalisation financially was vital. Sovereign states proved most successful in providing business security and legal certainty and in rationalising their economies.
Sovereign rulers managed to centralise jurisdiction, to define it territorially, and to establish their authority as supreme and therewith their capacity to enforce the law. Consequently, sovereign states became the regulators most effective in the international economy and cities lost their position among the units structuring international society in Europe. Today, we witness another dramatic 37 Ibid. 38 Ibid., at 12. 39 JM Hobson, supra note 22, at 16-17; Lake, supra note 13, at 53; Watson supra note 21. 40 Grewe, at 12 and 59. 41 C Tilly, Coercion, Capital, and European States, AD 990-1990 (1990) ; H Spruyt, Institutional Selection in International Relations: State Anarchy as Order, International Organization, Vol. 48, No. 4 (Autumn, 1994), pp. 527-557. 42 Ibid., Spruyt, at 527. economic change: the shift from an international to a global economy, a globally integrated economy and market controlled from 'global cities'. 43
Contemporary interdependent developments conducive to a renaissance of the city: globalisation, urbanisation, and decentralisation
Globalisation and urbanisation are highly interrelated developments shaping humanity's future. 44 Globalisation as a largely financial-economic phenomenon takes place in the world's cities. Today's global economy is commanded by multinational corporate headquarters from cities connected in a global network. These so-called 'global cities' are the production sites of the new global economy. 45
Within the system of global cities, the global economic, financial, cultural, information and technology flows reside, function, and impact. 46 As such, these cities attract businesses and unprecedented numbers of people. Already more than 50% of the world's population lives in cities.
By 2030 this number will have increased to nearly 60% and by 2050 to 75%. By 2030, 2 billion people will however live in slums across the globe. Growing so rapidly, cities themselves contribute to the world's problems. Already, cities are responsible for 80% of the global CO2 emissions. In Asia and Africa in particular, mega-cities with over 10 million people develop rapidly. Mega-and hyper-cities (over 20 million people) may well become the city-states of the 21 st century. Inevitably, globalisation and urbanisation reconfigure power relations within and outside the state. These developments will impact how we govern our world.
In all future scenarios of global society, cities play a crucial role. 47 Grand old lady of Urban Studies Jane Jacobs considered replacement of the old world order of sovereign states with a global system 43 See eg on shift from an international to a more global economy, PL Knox, World Cities in a world-system, in PL Knox and PJ Taylor (Eds.) World Cities in a world-system (1995), at 3: 'In the international economy goods and services are traded across national boundaries by individuals and firms from different countries, and the trade is closely regulated by sovereign nation-states. In the global economy goods and services are produced and marketed by an oligopolistic web of global corporate networks whose operations span national boundaries but are only loosely regulated by nation-states.' 44 Globalisation and urbanisation are 'associated patters', ibid, at 3. See also Castells, infra note 46, at 224-231. 45 The literature on the impact of globalisation is vast. S Sassen has written extensively on 'the global city', eg The Global City: New York, London, Tokyo (1991) and Globalization and its Discontents. Essays on the new mobility of people and money (1998) . See also Feagin and many others in urban sociology. 46 Manuel Castells emphasises that economic activity today is predominantly the production of services and good, eg financial products, on the basis of information. M Castells, End of Millennium: The Information Age, Volume III, p. 8. 47 See eg US NIC 2012 report Alternative Worlds, with a focus on cities and issue of global security; also NIC sponsored website on Global Trends 2030 www.GT2030.com ; see also, the Shell scenarios 2013 with focus on cities and energy scarcity. of cities or city-states as something positive. In 1984, this scenario might have seemed a 'utopian fantasy', to use her own words. 48 Today, however, the idea that the city rather than the state would be the basic unit of economic and political organisation already seems less farfetched. Anthony
Giddens has expressed concern about the world's fragmentation in 'a thousand city-states,' for ' [it] would be unstable and dangerous'. 49 Similarly, in The Coming Anarchy, Robert Kaplan warns against chaos and instability scattering the globe coming from the dysfunctional (mega-)cities in developing countries. 50 Mike Davis pictures a Planet of Slums, ie an unequal and unstable urban world wherein states and international organisations fail to deal adequately with the transfer of poverty that comes with urban migration and 'the poor assert[ing] their "right to the city".' 51 The 'global city' would go hand in hand with 'a world of cities without jobs.' Global inequality is already to a large extent urban inequality. The mega-slums will moreover 'become the weakest link in the new world order.' 52 Nowhere do the challenges of globalisation -poverty and social inequality, migration, human trafficking, unemployment, crime and terrorism, cultural diversity and exclusion, and environmental pollution to name a few -converge so strongly and may thus be felt so urgently as on the urban streets. Jeb Brugmann recognises the challenges that come with globalisation and urbanisation, however, he also discerns the potential for social change and is determinant 'we learn how to transform our cities into centers of the world's solutions.' 53 When slums make poverty so visible, the poor will have to be included and inequality will have to be addressed. In his view, 'there is an inevitable democracy in the Urban Revolution that continues to revolutionize world politics.' 54 Transnational immigration and urbanisation will transform cities, they require an urban politics of multiculturalism, social inclusion, and urban citizenship. 55 Welcome to the Urban Revolution: how cities are changing the world (2009) deals with urban strategy at the individual city level, as well as with questions about how to develop the global city system as a whole. An economically, politically, socially, and ecologically stable global city system 'can increase equity, inclusiveness, sustainability, 48 Jane Jacobs, Cities and the Wealth of the World (1984) . 49 and resilience in the world.' 56 Brugmann discerns the evolution of a global city system that constitutes, and is constituted by, decentralisation and urbanisation of international relations. 57 Two possible directions for the urbanised globe come into view. Riccardo Petrella foresees, on the one hand, a world of wealthy 'gated city-regions,' which are 'run by an alliance between global merchant class and metropolitan governments whose chief function is supporting the competitiveness of the global firms to which they are host,' and which are surrounded by 'an impoverished Lumpenplanet.' 58 On the other hand, he does not exclude the emergence of a 'plural, global agora'. Close to Brugmann's understanding of the emerging global city network, Petrella envisions a 'global civil society that has emerged with the information age in all the major cityregions links together across fading national boundaries to balance the myopic commercialism of the merchant class with a global social contract.' 59 The corporate economic and political interest on the one hand and the reciprocal push back of the public interest in a global social and environmental agenda and a concern for global common goods on the other impacts foreign relations.
I would argue that the struggle between these two directions for global society and orderthe 'private' and the 'public' if you will -is in full swing. Cities are loci of both the global corporate and financial sector and the urban public interest. Their governments have to confront a variety of challenges and conflicts of interest to maintain corporate competitiveness and a healthy job market as well as urban cohesion, urban health and ecology, and (social) justice. 60 Without a doubt, the world is changing and 'the central challenge of the twenty-first century,' the UN has observed, is 'to make globalisation and urbanisation work for all the world's people, instead of benefitting only a few.' 61 This is a challenge most urgently felt by city governments. Many problems may have global causes but they need urban solutions. Urban governance becomes a crucial level of global 56 Ibid., Brugmann, at 201. 57 Ibid., p. 5 and 56. 58 Decentralisation -the transfer of authority and responsibility from a higher (more central) to a lower level of government -is a world-wide trend since the 1980s. 62 Today, it is promoted as an answer to the world's most urgent crises. Firstly, decentralisation is understood to be an 'important factor [in] enhancing urban prosperity' and [in] decreasing urban inequality of wealth around the globe. 63 The 2012/13 State of the World's Cities Report, 'Prosperity of Cities,' deals with how the current financial, economic, environmental, social and political crises impact the world's cities. It presents cities however as 'a remedy to the regional and global crises', because they are 'flexible and creative platforms to address these crises in a pragmatic and efficient manner.' The report presents an approach for cities to fulfil this potential and develop into 'the engine-rooms of human development as a whole'. 64 Cities as frontrunners, which have to steer their nations out of the crises: 'With dominant roles in economic, political and social life cities remain critical to setting our nations on a more inclusive, productive, creative and sustainable course.' 65 Secondly, decentralisation is also promoted because of the political effects of globalisation, the inequality of power between the global corporate elite and the world's slum-dwellers or even regular urbanites. This inequality has fostered a crisis of democracy at the already weakening level of political authority of the state. 66 Local governments, being closest to the people, are understood to be best positioned to remedy this crisis, to reconnect with the people, to engage citizens politically, and to strengthen democratic participation and therewith democratic trust and legitimacy. Moreover, decentralisation of public 62 See eg European Charter of local self-government, Strasburg, 15 October 1985. Art 3, Part I, stipulates: 'Local self-government denotes the right and the ability of local authorities, within the limits of the law, to regulate and manage a substantial share of public affairs under their own responsibility and in the interests of the local population.' 63 UN-Habitat, State of the World's Cities Report, 'Prosperity of Cities' (2012/2013), at xv-xvi. 64 Ibid., at x-xi; see also, World Bank Report, Entering the twenty-first century (OUP, 2010), in which the worldwide promotion of local autonomy and self-government through decentralisation, in this report labelled 'localisation', is clear. The EU promotes decentralisation on the basis of the principle of subsidiarity, EU Treaty (1992), Title 1, Article A. art. 1. 65 Ibid., at v. 66 The renaissance of the city as global actor in the context of globalisation, urbanisation and decentralisation fits Anne Marie Slaughter's 'disaggregated state' paradigm, i.e. 'the rising need for and capacity of different domestic government institutions to engage in activities beyond their borders, often with their foreign counterparts.' AM Slaughter, A New World Order (2009), at 12. City government networks are not mentioned, as Frug also observes, but they fit this framework perfectly. Infra note 9, at 23. services is often rationalised with a view to making the delivery of these services most (cost) adequate and efficient, as well as better accessible for, and accountable to, all. 67 Cities themselves have been active advocates of decentralisation too. Associated in United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG), they are committed to decentralisation and to empower local authorities to good urban government and policies of poverty reduction. UCLG represents the world's cities at the UN and collaborates with many other global institutions, such as the World Bank, on these issues. It has argued consistently that local self-government, based on the principle of subsidiarity, is an element of good governance. Within the UN, the Habitat agenda gives strong support to decentralisation as a way to attain sustainable human settlements and MDGs more revolution is exploding this tired construct. Cities and metropolitan areas are becoming the leaders in the nation: experimenting, taking risks, making hard choices.' These Brookings Institution scholars discern 'the inversion of the hierarchy of power in the United States' 71 as well in other parts of the world. 72 Increasingly, cities lead and act autonomously at the local as well as the global level. There are indeed many examples of global city networks that issue a joint statement in which they urge national governments to act on an issue, for example, 'to commit, to take and implement all required actions now to limit any further increase in global warming, to approve a climate regime at the UN Climate Conference in Paris 2015 that will ensure the implementation of this goal.' 73 Globalisation, urbanisation, and decentralisation can thus be said to reshape the state's power structure and to reconfigure its structure of authority and responsibility. Specifically, they empower the city to confront urban issues more independently at a global level. In the words of Marc Morial, mayor of New Orleans, 'in the 21st century perhaps all politics will be global. 
From locus to actorhood: a constructivist perspective on the global public city
A social constructivist approach to actorhood 77
This section will first briefly address what I call a social constructivist approach to actorhood. Subsequently, in 3.2, I rely on this approach to explain how the city actually constitutes itself as a global actor by developing foreign policy practices and specifically by connecting to international law and international institutions. Social constructivism helps to make this constitution visible and accessible. This section briefly addresses three elements of constructivism that are particularly relevant in the context of this chapter: i) constructivism's basic understanding that international society, the actors and relations of which it consists, are not given but socially constructed; ii) its perspective on the agent-structure relationship and the relevance of both internal and external structure for the constitution of the city's global actorhood; and iii) building on these two elements, the possibility of transformation that follows from actors relating to an ideational structure such as international law and international institutions and therewith (re)producing global society (rather than being pre-set to an anarchical life). 78 Hence Alexander Wendt's famous adage: 'anarchy is what states make of it'. 79
First, without going into detail about the constructivist critique on Realist materialism, it should be noted that constructivist theory understands the international system to exist inter-subjectively through the shared ideas of human consciousness. Wendt explains as fundamental aspects of this ideational focus: '(1) that the structures of human association are determined primarily by shared ideas rather than material forces, and (2) that the identities and interests of purposive actors are constructed by these shared ideas rather than given by nature.' 80 The actors of international relations are not by definition states -we made that point already from a historical sociological perspective. as responsible for the fulfilments of these needs, which in turn impacts cities' self-perception. The city will develop a global reach, will seek to be attractive and well-connected to the flows of capital, information, business, and labour, and to enter the competitive game of being a city ranked high in the Global Cities Index.
To be concrete, shared -that is inter-subjectively held -ideas determine the meaning which objects (port, rivers, oil, an Olympic stadium, but also another actor) have to an actor. To illustrate the close relationship between identity and interests: for The Hague, the International City of Peace and Justice, the presence of international organisations -and thus their continued satisfaction with this city as their locus -is a key interest. Increasing, cities understand and identify themselves as global cities, as having potential for global city-ness. The formation of a 'global city' identity and global actorhood is highly relational, it can only exist if other actors -cities, multinational corporations, international governmental organisations, NGOs, states, citizens, etc -are included in this self-understanding and if they recognise this identity through interaction with the cities concerned. Cities then are indeed socialised into global actorhood. The (aspired or perceived) identity of the city defines the understanding of its interests, it informs the city's concrete actions that seek to make the claim to global actorhood viable and to find recognition by other global actors of the new identity. Actors are inherently social, their actions are defined by social relations and shared ideas by which they give meaning to themselves, to material objects, including other actors, to their relationships and actions. (Lack of) global actorhood identity is not a given, it is a social construction and can emerge through social interaction.
Secondly, the constructivist understanding of the agent-structure relationship is crucial to explain further the rise of the city as global actor. Wendt's perspective on social life is particularly helpful.
Wendt considers neither agent nor structure to be the 'ontologically primitive unit' but argues that Before we get to that point, the constructivist view on the purposeful actor-social structure relationship allows me to introduce the distinction between the global private city and the global public city. 92 Global city literature focuses generally on the global economy as the structure that underlies and constitutes the so-called 'global city'. 93 In this context, the rise of the global city is, 87 Wendt 1987, at 337-8. 'The agent-structure problem has its origins in two truisms about social life which underlie most social scientific inquiry: 1) human beings and their organizations are purposeful actors whose actions help reproduce or transform the society in which they live; and 2) society is made up of social relationships, which structure the interactions between these purposeful actors. Taken together these truisms suggest that human agents and social structures are, in one way or another, theoretically interdependent or mutually implicating entities.' Ibid. 88 Ibid., at 338. 89 Ibid., at 359: 'Just as social structures are ontologically dependent upon and therefore constituted by the practices and self-understanding of agents, the causal powers and interests of those agents, in their own turn, are constituted and therefore explained by structures.' 90 Ibid., at 359. 91 Ibid., at 359. 92 I introduced this distinction already in 2011, but develop it further here. See supra note 10. 93 See for the definition of global city used most regularly, Sassen, supra note 45, at 3-4. I would argue, first and foremost, the rise of the global private city. 94 That is, the global city as a space from which the corporate or private sector seeks global business opportunities, develops global commercial relations, and thus from which it controls and commands global capitalism. In fact, the corporate agents and the global economy constitute each other and the 'global city' that thus emerges, is a locus from which these global corporate actors interact. It contributes however to what I have called elsewhere the rise of the global public city. 95 By this I mean the general phenomenon of city governments developing global reach. Increasingly, city governments give a transboundary dimension to their policies and actions to fulfil their public-administrative functions and responsibilities. A city's internal 'organizational apparatus of governance' gives it the capacity to understand itself and reflect on its actions, and to make choices and decisions in the interest of, and with accountability towards, the urban public. 96 Being (self-)reflective 'goal-directed units of action', cities obviously qualify as (organizational) agents or actors. 97 To say that cities are actors implies attributing to them such properties as rationality, intentionality, identity, interests, beliefs, (self-)perceptions, (self-)reflectivity, consciousness, and so on. 98 Having these properties, the global public city interacts socially while rationalising its behaviour in view of international norms and institutions and global policy ideals and values. The City's global actorhood is constituted through its participation in the practices within which the ideational structure of global society exists. While for the global private city, the global economy is the explanatory structure -be it that it explains the city as a locus from which global private actors operate -, for the public city as global actor the ideational structures of global society are the explanatory -constitutive -structures. In turn, these structures are reproduced and reshaped by the practices in which this emerging global actor participates.
Provided, of course, the participation of this new actor meets recognition by the actors of the global society. Once foreign policy practices, international (legal) norms and institutions, and global policy 94 Frug and Barron make a similar point about the emphasis on the 'private' identity of the city in global city literature, infra note 9, at 10. 95 Supra note 10, at 219: 'The global public city in a broad sense refers to both city government and the urban public sphere. … I use it in a slightly stricter sense, to refer to the legal notion of 'city government', which is not just part of the state structure but also a democratic representative of the urban public sphere and may thus operate to some extent autonomously from the state and develop external relations on a global scale to defend and promote urban values and urban public interests. The city government stands at a crucial junction between the global level of governance and the political and governmental questions of (urban) justice and (urban) public goods.' 96 Assuming local democracy. 97 As is often done, I take agency and actorhood to be interchangeably here. 98 ideals and values inform and shape (self-)understandings, beliefs, identity, reasons, interests, and actions of cities, we may conclude the existence of a mutual constitutive agent-structure relationship between the city and the ideational structures of global society which exists in the foreign policy and international law practices in which the city participates.
Thirdly and finally, rather than understanding the international system to be static, statist and anarchical by nature, the ideational focus of the constructivist perspective allows for societal change. 99 As the mutual constitution of structures and actors is a dynamic and continuous process, the possibility of transformation of structures is inherent in the system and entrance of new actors is possible. 100 When shared knowledge and ideas guiding social interaction change, also (self-)understandings, identities and interests may change. For example, when cities start to regard international norms and ideas as meaningful to them, it changes the cities' self-understanding. Based on this perception, they take up a new role and identity, their interests and actions change and when they find recognition thereof through social interaction, in turn, the system transforms. In other words, shared ideas -perceptions, beliefs, expectations, norms etc -shape global society through the social interaction of global actors on the basis of these ideas.
The global society today does not lack a structure of authority as the realist term "anarchy" suggests. In fact, '[i]nternational authority can be found in international organizations … and in practices such as international law.' 101 International rules and institutions have authority when they are believed 'to be legitimate -that is, they deserve to be observed'. 102 The next section further illustrates that today cities by their actions demonstrate they consider international law norms deserve to be observed. International law and the normative structure of global society at large -ie shared moral and legal concepts and meanings, formulated in international law or by global institutions and their policies -contribute to the production of global 'sociality' and 'legitimate action'. 103 By engaging with this structure, actors -in this case, cities -confirm and enhance the "legitimate authority" of norms and institutions. 104 99 Hurd, Wendt, also earlier English School scholars who preferred society rather than anarchy. As Hurd rightly points out, see supra note 81, at 309. 100 Ibid., at 304: Applied to the global level: actors 'contribute to making the institutions and norms of international life, and these institutions and norms contribute to defining, socializing, and influencing states [or rather actors generally]. Both the institutions and the actors can be redefined in the process.' 101 Ibid., at 309. 102 Barnett & Sikkink, at 68. 103 Ibid. 104 Ibid.
To sum up: the social-constructivist lens -focussed on actors, their identity and behaviour -helps us to trace the renaissance of the city as global actor: it directs our view to the ideas and meanings that determine actor's identity and interests. It allows for an insight in the self-perception of the city as an actor that in the context of globalisation, urbanisation and decentralisation has to act at the global level in order to meet the needs of the city and its citizens, and the requirements of good urban governance more generally. The social constructivist view of the workings of the agent-structure relationship helps to dissect the social construction of the city as global actor. The relationship between the city government, with its internal apparatus, and the ideational structure of the global society determines the actions of the former on which the latter is again dependent. It shapes and reshapes through both social practices and processes. Cities start to understand international law and global policies as meaningful to their behaviour. Next to the city as locus of economic globalisation, as global private city, rises a global public city, that is the city as city government agent interacting with the ideational structure of global society through foreign policy and international law practices. The constitution of the city's global actorhood is fully established when it finds recognition in foreign policy and international law practices. In turn, the city as a new global actor brings about change in the global system. Its participation in foreign policy and international law practices transforms the meaning of these practices and of the ideas, beliefs, expectations, and identities on which it is dependent.
The constitution of the city as global actor
As the previous section concluded, the constitution of the city as a global actor takes place in the social practices and processes wherein the global ideational structure exists. Here, we deal with the foreign policy and international law practices and processes through which the city is socialised as global actor in concreto. Firstly, we explore how cities are identifying themselves as a global actor by The rhetoric and symbolism of inter-city meetings resemble traditional inter-state practices.
Mayors lead business and/or cultural missions abroad. They are the new diplomats, 'markers' of the changing practices and shifting inside/outside boundaries. 114 In press meetings, they are sided by their city's flag, speak about the ties of friendship and the mutual advantages of cooperation, and sign an economic or cultural cooperation agreement or exchange a just signed agreement with 107 For example: Amsterdam, Beijing, Guangzhou, Johannesburg, Kyoto, Mumbai, New York City, São Paulo, Seattle, Shanghai, and Zürich. There are many more. 108 The "Chicago -Mexico City Global Cities Economic Partnership" builds upon the sister city relationship that exists between the cities since 1991, see MoU Chicago -Mexico City note 115; See for a recent sister-city agreement eg Addis Ababa -Washington D.C., December 2013 Sometimes, sister-city relations agreed on decades ago exist only 'on paper' eg in the case of Chennai, see 123 A global network sponsored by UN-Habitat, which aims to develop 'a common guideline and program on safety or how to make safer cities in the next months and years,' according to its Chair, Mayor Ebrard. It adopts a 'social inclusiveness approach in safety policies,' and in the words of Parks Tau, Mayor of Johannesburg, SA, has a broad understanding of its responsibility 'We believe collectively we will have the responsibility to share experiences, to network amongst ourselves, our cities to insure on the basis of best practices we are able to export and import best practices to our respective cities and have a responsibility to not just our citizens but to citizens of cities throughout the world.' 124 Article 3 of their Charter stipulates as an objective: 'To enable fellow major Asian cities to mutually share their knowledge and experience of common problems, and, through participation in joint projects, to make it possible for the positive outcomes of these projects to be fed back to regions, citizens, companies, and so forth, which will in turn contribute to social and economic development in Asia.' 125 EUROCITES is a network of major European cities that lobbies and cooperates with EU institutions on climate, inclusion, and recovery.
as, Agenda 21, the Rio Conventions, the Habitat Agenda, and the Millennium Development Goals -at the local level.
United Nations as a role model for UCLG. UCLG, 126 already briefly discussed above, is the world organisation of local governments that aims to represent the world's cities at the global institutional level, to promote inter-city cooperation, and to partner with the international community. 127 It mimics language, imagery and even structure of the United Nations and like the UN it is involved in a Constituting the city as a global actor through its independent implementation of international law.
Above we have looked at transnational agreements between cities in which these agree to implement international legal norms and develop local policies. Another form of interaction between the city and the ideational, normative structure of global society is the direct implementation by the legislation and policies to carry out international law not because they are formally bound to do so, but because they are persuaded to do so. They take responsibility, make their own judgement, and go ahead independently.
These cases of urban implementation of CEDAW and the Kyoto Protocol in the US exceed the national implementation of international law by the city as state agent, it concern rather autonomous implementation of international law on the basis of its persuasive authority. Arguably, it attests to a bigger trend of cities identifying themselves as actors for whom the global normative structure is meaningful in shaping their legislation and policies and in guiding their actions. Cities socialise as actors of the global society. Internalisation of international law into the city's 'internal value set' defines its identity and interests and thus contributes to the constitution of the city's global actorhood. Socialisation is a mechanism by which the structure of international norms constitutes identity. 146 Through social interaction on the basis of the ideas of international law, the identity of the city as global actor is reinforced by 'significant Others' -in casu, other global actors. 147
Constituting the city as a global actor through its participation in international intergovernmental organisations. In Rio 1992, local governments were included in UNCED's Agenda 21 because 'the participation and cooperation of local authorities will be a determining factor in fulfilling its objectives.' 148 Since then, the city has developed from a mere 'delivery mechanism' 149 of international norms and principles to a proactive partner of international organisations -that vibrant type of agreements (Partnership agreement, membership agreement, MoU) that may be concluded and the procedural framework that applies. 145 (originally intergovernmental) layer of governance divided along functional lines, that has come into being next to and beyond states -on many issues. For example, UNEP, UN-HABITAT, World Bank, EU and inter-city organisations UCLG and Metropolis work together in Cities Alliance on urban poverty reduction, but also to establish an International Standard for Determining Greenhouse Gas Emissions, a common standard for inventorying urban GHG Emissions on the basis of IPCC guidelines. 150 There are many examples of international organisations that cooperate with cities in global networks to implement international norms or global policy objectives of their concern: UNESCO's European Over the past 20 years, the relation between cities and international organisations has intensified. Today, cities actively participate in decision-making and law-making within international organisations, and are thus directly involved in shaping international norms and global policies. 153 This new role at the global level is recognised by international organisations, the UN in particular. In 2000, former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan stated 'the United Nations welcomes the move towards decentralization, and it would also welcome a greater role for local authorities at the international level.' 154 In 2003, the Cardoso report 'recognise[d] the special contribution' of city governments to global governance. 155 In 2005, the Secretary General welcomed city governors at the
UN HQ and stated
Where once many problems were the sole domain of national governments, today they can be tackled only by partnerships that involve central governments, the private sector, civil society and local authorities -and often international institutions, too. So we will need you to do your part both as local managers and as some of your country's most influential politicians. … UN agencies and programmes are determined to continue strengthening their engagement with you. Forums such as the UN Advisory Committee of Local Authorities are also proving valuable in raising the international profile of local authorities. And new rules offer you an opportunity to take part in the biennial sessions of UN-HABITAT's Governing Council.' 156
